**UNMC IM Golf Scramble**

**Rules:**

1. The format for the tournament will be a 4 person golf scramble.
2. Play the ball from the best position as chosen by your four person team. All players hit from that spot.
3. You must play the ball within **6 inches** of its original position, not nearer the hole. It may be placed. However, if your ball lies in the rough, sand or water hazard, it must be played from the specific area in which it came to rest.
4. Putts must be placed within **2 inches** of their original position, not nearer the hole. Hole out short putts to speed up play.
5. Each team must use **3 shots, per nine holes, from each player not on the green**. Putts don’t count towards the 3 shots.
6. If a team ends up only having 3 players, the team should alternate hitting a fourth shot among the 3 players. And **4 (non-putts) strokes are require of each player**.
7. Oh yeah, don’t forget to HAVE FUN!!

**Flag Prize Holes:**

**August 27**

1. Closest to Pin in Two
3. Closest to Pin in Two
5. Longest Putt Made
7. Women’s Longest Drive in Fairway
9. Men’s Longest Drive in Fairway
10. Closest to Pin from off the Green
12. Closest to Pin in Two
14. Closest to Pin from off the Green
16. Longest Putt Made
18. Shortest drive in Fairway (used)

**September 3**

1. Closest to Pin in Two
2. Closest to Pin in One
4. Closest to Pin from off the Green
6. Longest Putt Made
8. Closest to Pin from off the Green
10. Shortest drive in Fairway (used)
11. Closest to Pin in Two
13. Closest to Pin in One
15. Closest to Pin from off the Green
17. Longest Putt Made

Week 1: Last group on the Front and Back Nines please pick up the flags.
Bring the flags to the Elmwood Pro Shop and give or mail the paper sheets to Rick Fulton zip 5530.
Email your team scores to Rick Fulton.